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 Is it possible to use the name of countries in English such as United States for that region? Should I use India for the region and English for the country? A: No, the region "India" has a specific meaning in English. You could use "British India" as a synonym for "India". Q: getOwnPropertyNames() on an object in javascript How can i get property names from an object. let obj = { p1 :'some', p2
:'some' } //this doesnt work. let propNames = Object.getOwnPropertyNames(obj) This is the correct syntax: let propNames = Object.getOwnPropertyNames(obj); However if you want to use a for loop in this case: for(let prop in obj) { console.log(prop); Be careful though. The last two lines of code are executed per property in the object, not per loop. The Best Art & Design Books to Look at Now

The Design Museum in London has just opened its new permanent design library, which was designed by artist and architectural theorist Michael Baxandall. It’s an ideal resource for anyone interested in the development of design. But it’s also a great addition to your own library. Here are 10 books you need to read right now. Photography: A Study of the Art of Making it Look Good. Edited by
Michael Baxandall. 1985. Part of a series on the history of photography, this book explores how the look of photographs has changed over the last century. But most of all, it looks at what an image looks like to someone in the first place, and how the various creative processes involved, including the ‘making it look good’ aspect, may make a photo look different from its original conception. Life-Size:
The Complete Book of Architectural Sculpture. Edited by Fiona Shaw. 2005. The intricate and hugely varied world of sculptural architecture is well documented, but until now, it’s been largely confined to one medium, the concrete. This book examines all of the creative permutations of the subject, using photography and interviews to examine the potential and current state of architectural sculpture.
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